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church give a satisfactory answer ? Should we build gigantic
nunneries in order to provide suitable accommodation for
these women? Or should police-controlled prostitution
be increased? Obviously this is impossible, since we are
dealing neither with saints nor with prostitutes, but with
normal women who cannot register their spiritual claims with
the police. They are decent women who want to marry,
and if this is not possible, well—the next best thing. When
it comes to the question of love, ideas, institutions, and laws
mean far less to woman than ever before. If things cannot
take a straight path, it will have to be a crooked one.
At the beginning of our era, three-fifths of the Italian
population consisted of slaves; that is, marketable human
objects without rights. Every Roman was surrounded by
slaves. The skve and his psychology flooded ancient Italy,
and every Roman became inwardly, and of course unwittingly,
a slave. Because, living constantly in the atmosphere of
slaves, he became infected through the unconscious with
their psychology. No one can shield himself from such an
influence. The European, thoughtless of the spiritual
heritage that belongs to him, cannot live unpunished among
the negroes in Africa; because, unnoticed, their psychology
gets into him, and unconsciously he becomes a negro. There
is no fighting against it. There is in Africa a well-known
technical expression describing this condition, namely,
' going black/ It is not mere snobbery that an Englishman
should rank those born in the colonies, even though the best
blood may run in their veins, as ' slightly inferior'. Facts
support tjris view. The strange melancholy and longing
for deliverance which characterized imperial Rome, and
which found so striking an expression in Virgil's Eclogue,
was. a direct result of slave influence. The explosive spread
of Christianity which, so to speak, sprang out of the sewers
of Rome—Nietzsche called it a moral skve rebellion—was
a sudden reaction that set the soul of the lowest slave side
by side with that of the divine Caesar. Similar, though

